PROJECT HISTORY

1984  Constructed
1990  Major expansion (amine train, sweet inlet compression, sulphur train, chill-down unit)
2003  Water injection system and low pressure contactor upgrade
2008  Acquired from ATCO Midstream
2008  Keyera became the operator
2015  Connected to Twin Rivers Pipeline System and North ICONN
2016  Sulphur plant shut down
2018  Connected to Keylink Pipeline

PRODUCT DELIVERIES

Sales gas  TransCanada Pipelines
          Elk River South Station
NGLs      Keylink Pipeline
Condensate Pembina Pipeline

WEST PEMBINA GAS PLANT

Headquartered in Calgary with operations focused in Western Canada, KEYERA operates an integrated Canadian-based midstream business with extensive interconnected assets and depth of expertise in delivering midstream energy solutions.

Our business consists of natural gas gathering and processing, natural gas liquids (NGLs) fractionation, transportation, storage and marketing, iso-octane production and sales and diluent logistic services for oil sands producers.

We are committed to conducting our business in a way that balances diverse stakeholder expectations and emphasizes the health and safety of our employees and the communities where we operate.

West Pembina Gas Plant

Located in Alberta’s west country, 130 kilometres southwest of the city of Edmonton, the West Pembina gas plant is a sweet gas processing facility with lean oil absorption and refrigeration. The Plant receives its raw gas to process from numerous wells connected by an extensive network of pipelines.
PLANT LOCATION

**GPS - DECIMAL**
53.039763, -115.956030

**DEGREES**
53°02'23.2"N 115°57'21.7"W

**LEGAL SITE DESCRIPTION**
10-10-47-14 W5M

FACILITY CONTACTS

- **General Manager, Operations**
  Bob Morrish
  780-783-0541

- **Area Manager**
  George Klesken
  780-898-3405

- **Area Superintendent**
  Jeff Tomm
  780-894-7015

- **Facility Foreman**
  Ian Wahl
  587-338-9496

MAILING ADDRESS

Drayton Valley Office
5211 Industrial Road
Drayton Valley, AB  T7A 1R8

Main: 780-894-7000  24-hour emergency: 780-894-7001  www.keyera.com

WEST PEMBINA GAS PLANT
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